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book The Calm Down Jar: A Social Emotional, Rhyming, Early Reader Kid's Book to Help Calm Anger and Anxiety (Teacher Tools) Jennifer Jones Jennifer Jones 9781637315354 163731535X An essential social emotional learning resource for home and school, The Calm Down Jar, helps children and adults learn how to handle the stress of every day lifeIn the world of sensory processing issues, tools like the Calm Down Jar help people of all ages and backgrounds. Each individual, whether or not they have a sensory processing disorder, has different coping mechanisms and strategies that work for them to calm down when they are overwhelmed and stressed. Overwhelmed children can shake, squeeze, see, and touch the Calm Down Jar, letting the sight of floating glitter soothe them. The Calm Down Jar is a powerful anxiety management tool for many.The falling glitter reminds your overwhelmed child that no feeling lasts forever, and that they have the power to lower their own stress levels. It's self-regulation, in a bottle.. Another feeling I like is calm,When everything is quiet and just right.I feel easy and free-flowing,Especially, when I drift asleep at night.. Look for more in this series, Teacher Tools, and visit the author's profile to find out about new titles and offerings.Random Source 2022-09-08 35 2023-08-11 1
book My Mouth Is a Volcano! Julia Cook Julia Cook 9781931636858 1931636850 All of Louis thoughts are very important to him. In fact, his thoughts are so important to him that when he has something to say, his words begin to wiggle, and then they do the jiggle, then his tongue pushes all of his important words up against his teeth and he erupts, or interrupts others. His mouth is a volcano! My Mouth Is A Volcano takes an empathetic approach to the habit of interrupting and teaches children a witty technique to capture their rambunctious thoughts and words for expression at an appropriate time. Told from Louis&rsquo; perspective, this story provides parents, teachers, and counselors with an entertaining way to teach children the value of respecting others by listening and waiting for their turn to speak.National Center for Youth Issues 2006-01-01 32 2023-08-11 1
book Breathing Is My Superpower Alicia Ortego Alicia Ortego 9798696592442 Did you know that we all have Superpowers? One of them is our ability to control our breath. Breathing is My Superpower teaches children to regulate their emotions, especially if they are feeling upset, angry, or stressed.  Sofia will show your little ones how to control their breathing in various situations, whether at school, at home, or on the playground. Five Breathing Technique presented in the book, will help calm your children and show them a fun way of managing their own body, breath, and emotions. This mindfulness for kids will help them to control their feelings in many ways: To relax when they think adults do not understand them. To deal with fears and worries. To cope with rejection at school. To regain self-confidence. To give kids relief from anxiety and teach them yoga basics. Your children will identify with our heroine, Sofia, and love the cheerful illustrations and charming rhymes in this bedtime story.  Breathing is My Superpower is the second book from My Superpower Series -  the growth mindset books for kids, suitable for all ages as well as anyone who works with children. Get your copy now!Independently Published 2020-10-12 34 2023-08-11 1
book Duck Soup Jackie Urbanovic Jackie Urbanovic 9780545255608 545255600 Duck Soup Scholastic 2023-08-11 1
book You Get What You Get Julie Gassman Julie Gassman 9780545642804 545642809 2023-08-11 1
book The New Bird in Town Jamie L. B. Deenihan, Carrie Hartman (Illustrator) Jamie Deenihan 9781950317011 1950317013 When Owl moves to a new neighborhood, he can't wait to make friends. But when he invites the other forest animals to his tree-warming party, they misinterpret his intentions. With the help of Skunk, who knows how much first impressions can stink, Owl and his neighbors learn that everyone deserves a chance to be known. Center for Responsive Schools 2019-06-19 32 2023-08-11 1
book A Leaf Can Be Lauria Purdie Salas Lauria Salas 9780545558327 545558328 In rhyming text and illustrations explores some of the many things a leaf can be, from tree topper to rain stopper. Includes facts about leaves and a glossary. Scholastic 2012-01-01 30 2023-08-11 1
book Interrupting Chicken David Ezra Stein David Stein 9780545391474 545391474 Scholastic 2013-01-01 34 2023-08-11 1
book The Shark who was Afraid of Everything Brian James, Bruce McNally Brian James 439368650 Scholastic 2023-08-11 1


